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2. INTRODUCTION

Aircraft Ground Support Equipment (GSE) is being used more
frequently in the Naval aviation environment. Tow-tractors, mobile air conditioners,
electric power units, and many other items combine to form the large inventory of
GSE in the U.S. Navy. Much of this equipment Is powered by self contained internal
combustion engines. Because these engines are subjected to extremely severe
intermittent service, the high wear conditions that result create frequent maintenance
problems. Besides wear probloms, these powerplants have many other drawbacks,
such as severe noise generation, vibration, high pollution levels, high logistics
support costs, and low reliability, all of which greatly detract from the performance
of the GSE they drive.

The Naval Air Engineering Center, Ground Support Equipment
Department, is investigating the technology advances in the design of existing
engines and innovative or recently developed powerplants. This investigation con-
stitutes the first major step towards bringing the advantages of these advaned ovs-
tems into the ground support equipment domain. The problems existent in present
powerplants used in GSE are Identified and the parameters being selected to
determine the optimal prime mover are defined. A brief history and a description
of the principles of operation for each candidate is given. The advantages and
disadvantages of each proposed engine are discussed with respect to their present
stage of development and availability.

Since many of the engine research programs are still in an early stage
of development, technological breakthroughs are occurring constantly. For this
reason, the following should only tend to serve as an introduction to the continuous
work being accomplished in the field of powerplant research. Progress reports
discussing the latest developments in this field will be published quarterly.

. I
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3. OBJECTIVES

This study was initiated to select a new prime mover for application

to groumd support equipment. This will be accomplished by determining the needs of

GSE and then evaluating the prime mever candidates in the ground support environ-

ment. From the evaluation an optimal engine will be selected.
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4. SUMMARY OF PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

4. 1 Procedure. A literature search using the library facilities of NAEC,
WidenerCollege andthe Defense Documentation Center resulted in many of the

j findings reported. Technical manuals for the different types of GSE were evaluated
to determine the preent req:.irements of the GSE prime movers. Visits and
interviewa with the agencies mnd companies listed in Appendix A helped to determine
the present state-of-the-art of candidate GSE prime movers. The Naval activities
listed provided an insight into the problems encountered with present engines.

4.2 Results. As a result of this investigation, it was determined that:

4.2.1 Four different t'ypes of prime movers are presently used in GSE.
These have many drawbacks encompassing technical, logistical, and maintenance
problems.

4. 2. 2 Gasoline and diesel engines comprise 787b of the GSE prime movers
with the various horsepower requirements shown in Tables 8-2 and 8-4.

4.2.3 Seven major prime mover concepts are being investigated by various
manufacturers and many of them would be feasible replacements for the present

t GSE engines. However, each is currently in a different stage of rcscarch and
development.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Conclusions of Study. As a result of this investigation, the following

conclusions can be made:

5.1.1 Excessive noise, vibration, and polluting emissions are just a few of

the many problems existent in the prime movers currently used in ground supportIequipment. Excessive maintenance and the non-availability of repair parts are

additional drawbacks.

5.1.2 Several expensive approaches are available to solve these problems.
Noise and vibration can be reduced by placing the engines in noise dampening enclo-
sures with better mounting systems to isolate them from the powered equipment.INew repair parts could be manufactured to replenish depleted stocks. Emission
lce-v, could be Lcdcc by adding catalytic converters and other control devices to
the engine. The more practical and cost effective approach would be to replace
the existing wide variety of engines with a more modern and efficient prime mover.

5.1.3 Certain prime mover candidates appear to be feasible and would
_ meet the requirements of an optimal engine for present and future OSE. Several

advantages of these systems are immediately apparent:

o The Wankel engine is about half the size and weight of a
comparable gasoline engine.

o The Stirling engine has improved fuel economy with drastically

reduced noise levels over conventional engines.

0 Vibration is practically non-existent in the regenerative gas

turbine and the mult:-fuel capability of the Rankine cycle sys-
tern is a desirable feature.

5.1.4 The remaining candilates have the advantage of being "pollution free,"
but retain disadvantages which outweigh their favorable characteristics as future

GSE prime movers.

o The electric drive systems are bulky, heavy, and have long

power source recharging times. These systems would not be 4
as readily available for use as is normally required in the

j GSE environment.

o The flywheel systems are complex and would need an additional
I prime mover of their own to "rewind" the flywheel.

I
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o The stratified charge engines do not reduce the problems

associated with conventional engines and in fact, add to the

- problems with their increased complexity.
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6. IRECOMMETNDATIONS

6. 1 lecommendations Based on This Sludy. It is recommended that:

6.1.1 The investigation of the Wavkel, lankine cycle, Stirling, and gas
turbine engines should continue until the optimal engine can be determined.

6.1.2 Prototype engines should be obtained and evaluated in the GSE
environment to verify their acceptability and adaptability.

6... 3 The further investigation of the electric drive, stratified charg, , and
flywheel systems should be limited to monitoring their development for any major
breakthroughs.

6. 1.4 Since the Wankel engine is already in mass production, its installation

and evaluation in a piece of GSE was recommended and is scheduied to begin in
FY 74.
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8. REPORT TEXT

8.1 GSE Prime Mover Problem Areas. The several different categories
of prime movers which exist In the current ground support equipment inventory
include internal combustion engines (gasoline or diesel type), gas turbine engines,
and electric motors. All of these are used extensively throughout the Naval
Aviation system, with the exception that gasoline engines are not used aboard air-
craft carriers for safety reasons. Many of the problems which exist in these
prime movers create an adverse effect on the performance of GSE they power.
An optimal prime mover must be able to minimize each of these problems.

8.1.1 Vibration. Internal combustion engines have an inherent vibration
problem due to their reciprocating motion. This vibration is the direct source of
many failures In both the engine and the total piece of GSE. Vibration causes
cyclic stresses and strains which lead to failure from fatigue. These failures
reduce reliability and raise costs due to an increased need for maintenance. Vibra-
tion also affects the performance of certain pieces of GSE, such as aircraft
weapons loaders. With their sophisticated hydraulic systems for handling
ordnance, weapons loaders are expected to perform a lifting funtion with
precision, but their performance is degraded because of the engine vibration.

8. 1.2 Noise. Recently, much legislation has foxicd private industry to
reduce the noise levels of its equipment. Similarly, BUMEDINST 6260.6B
imposed noise level limits on equipment in the Department of the Navy. GSED
Task Progress Report No. 72-7 concludes that not only can noise permanently
damage the hearing of Navy personnel, but it produces a general loss of communi-
cations effectiveness as well. This report also indicates that the prime movers
contribute greatly to the high level of noise being generated by GSE. Because
of the dangers involved, a new prime mover must be able to comply with the
recommended noise standards.

8. 1.3 Weight. A savings of weight in almost any unit would show many
advantages. Up to 2000 pounds per unit could be saved through the use of a new
prime mover. This weight reduction would be obtained through the use of a
lighter engine. By using a lighter engine, the weight of the supporting structural
members would also be reduced. On the. deck of an aircraft carrier where about
sixty pieces of GSE are used, over 20, 000 pounds could be saved. Then too, the
cost of shipping GSE between Naval facilities could be reduced since shipping
costs are proportional to weight.

8.1.4 Size. Because of the limited dimensions of the work areas on a
ship, every cubic foot of space is important. Since the large
size of most pieces of GSE is a direct result of its bulky enme, a new prime
mover should produce a decrease in the volume of the new unit. Substantial
savings in both space and cost would res'ult from a reduction in the volume of
GSE.

9
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8. 1. 5 Fuel Economy and Restrictions. Because of the space problem on

a carrier, the aimount of fuel needed by C-SE should he minimizei. A new prime

mover which uses less fuel while producing the same level of performance would

be a desirable feature. A savings in both cast qnd space would result if 'he GSE
used on a carrier required less fuel. An additional requirement for a new prime
mover is that it be able to run on hea.,y distillate fuels which are normally

available on a ship. A prime mover which cou'd operate only on gasoline would
j be disadvantageous because gasoline is considered unsafe to store on shinboard.

8. 1.6 Reliability and Maintainability. Better reliability and less Deed ior

I maintenance would .3now a substantial cost sa-ings. Many new prime movers
contain up to " O fewer parts than existing engine . and rcquirc much less periodicI servicing. Thus, these new prime movers would be expected to be more reliable.

8.1.7 Costs. Although the initial appropVation cost of a (iesel engine
Is about four times as much as the cost of an equivalent gasoline engine, many

plces of G.SE are pro,:ured with diesel engines almost entirely bc-cau-e of the
fuel conm-air,!s existent in shipboard ouprations. Bkecause of the decrease in
size, a multi-fuel r.apability, and the -educed number of moving parts in severnl
of the newer pr!me movers, costs could be reduced both in initial procuremcnts

and in later repair parts logistical support.

8. 1.8 Emissions. Isme government regulatory agencies have csta lislIed
maximum pollution standards for industrial engines and equipment. While these
stardards cannot directly be applied to the Department of Defense, it can be

exiwvted that future statutes, when en' cted, will be siimlar in nature. Since DoD
equipment can Ix- expected to comply with these regulations, any new prime mover

eandldrte must be' as pollution frec as possible.

8. 2 Existing Prime Movers. Present ground support equipme qt uses
four different types of prime movers for power. "'lmw majority use gasoline or
diesel-powered, inte rnal combistion engines (Figure 8-1). Some units use gas

turbine m.nglnes while the remaind,-r use an electric drive system with power

ISupplied through a cable.

H. 2. 1 (;,oline Engkiis. The gasoline enginea used In ground support
equipment ranug from 25 to 250 horsepower (Figure 8-2).

1
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Six different manufacturers supply gasoline engines for use In
ground support equipment (Figure 8-3). Each manufacturer also supplies several
different models to suit the various requirements of GSE (Table 8-1).

WISCONSIN -INTERNATIONAL
20% 9%

CONTINENTAL I %
\HERCULESI %

Figure 8-3. Distribution of Gasoline Engines by Manufactrer

An engine malfumction and failure analysis was made for selected
gasoline engines over a two year period. These malfunctions are indications of
strictly internal combustion engine failures and not failures of starting motors,
carburetors, or other engine accessories (Table 8-2).

8.2.2 Diesel Engines. The diesel engines used in ground support equip-
ment range from 25 to 290hp, with the majority in the 100-150 hp range (Figure 8-4).

Figure 8-4. Diesel Engine Horsepcw er Distrilxt.tlon
.02
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Although six different manufacturers are used to supply the Navy with
the diesel engines used in OSE, Detroit Diesel produces 50% of this total (Figure 8-5).

While the power ratings of these engines are similar to those of the gasoline engines,
the majority of the diesel powered pieces of GSE are used in shipboard applications

1 (Table 8-3).

I CUMMINS

C R,. 1 3T INTERNATIONAL

Figure 8-5. Distribution of Diesel Engines by Manufacturer

The failure analysis for the diesel engines shows them to be more re-

liable than the comparable gasoline engines (Table 8-4). These malfunctions are
strictly engine failures and, again, not those of the associatel accessories.

8.2.3 Gas Turbines. Gas turbine engines are used in ground supporf equip-
ment when high volume air movement is required. The most common GSE use of

. gas turbine engine is in air start units. This is because of the high volume of air
required to start modern turbine powered aircraft. The approximately 1200 gas

t turbines used in GSE are supplied by the Aiflesearch Manufacturing Company.

b. 2.4 Electric Drive Systems. Ground support equipment which use
electric drive systems are employed whenever a reliable power supply iE available.

AThese units normally operate from a 440VAC power source. The two main factors
which limit their use arc the availability of a reliable pcwer source and thte amount
of cable available to remotely locate these units from a powei" outlet.

!
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8.3 Prime Mover Candidates. Seven major types of prime movers were
investigated as possible replacements for present GSE engines. The following
sections discuss the principles, development, problem areas, advantages, and
disadvantages of each of the candidates. A compilation of the characteristics of
each is included as a source of comparison.

8.3.1 Rotary Combustion Engines.

8.3. 1.1 Principles. The rotary combustion engine is an internal combustion
engine which operates on the four stroke or Otto cycle consisting of intake, com-
pression, combustion, and exhaust. The example of this type which has received
more attention and development effort than any other is the Wankel engine.
Basically, It employs a three-lobed rotor which turns inside an epitrochoidal
surface. It normally uses gasoline for fuel in the four stroke cycle, but has
experimentally been modified to operate on other fuels in a diesel version. Valving
of the air-fuel charge and exhaust gases is accomplished through ports uncovered
in sequence by the rotor. This process can easily be compared to a conventional,
piston driven, spark-ignited engine (Figure 8-6).

An air-fuel mixture is sucked In through the Intake port on the
Wankel and through the intake valve opening on the piston engine in the first stroke.
The compression of this mixture to higher pressure and temperature occurs on the
second stroke. A spark from the spark plug initiates the combustion and expansion
process that occurs on the third or power stroke. Finally, this burnt mixture is
pushed through the exhaust port on the Wankel and through the exhaust valve opening
on the piston engine to complete the cycle and the fourth stroke. Also by way of
comparison, the piston engine produces one power impulse for every two revolutions
of the crankshaft while the Wankel produces three power impulses for each revolu-
tion of the rotor.

8.3.1.2 Development. In 1926, Dr. Felix Wankel, a German engineer and
inventor, began a systematic investigation of rotary engines and in the 1930 's,
established a research institute to further his investigation. Within a few years,
he was able to conclude that the successful development of a rotating engine required
the solution of three problems -geometry, sealing, and porting.

Wankel's initial mechanical concepts were complex and involved.
Later, when NSU of Germany took an interest in his project, Dr. Walter Froede
of NSU became involved. It was through his efforts that Wankel's original concept
was developed into an engine. However,, the engine was still plagued with many
problems wher. it finally became operational in 1956.

The development of the rotary e gine was given a major boost when the
Curtiss-Wright Corporation purchased the North American manufacturing rights to the
Wankel engine in 1958. Under the d.rection of Dr. M. Bentele and Mr. Charles Jones,
the engine w"s developed to the point that its potential became evident. General

• 18
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Motors and Outboard-Marine Corporation have now joined Curtis s-Wright as U. S.
licensees, and nearly every major engine manufacturer in the world either holds

I a license to manufacture the Wankel, is negotiating for one, or is independently
developing Its awn rotary engine.

18.3. 1.3 Problem Areas. Every piece of machinery, no matter how simple
or complex, encounters problems during its development and the rotary engine was
no exception. The major rotary engine problem areas of geometry, sealing, and

cooling are discussed in the following sections.

8..3. 1.3.1 geometry. JlotarY engines can have a variety of desiK'as, somne of
which are showvn in Figure 8-7.

0 a=19.50 emax=30 0  a e,- l

Figure 8-7. llotarv !X'.gtue Gcome try

These designs, along with othors, were studied extensively. Many'
paramreters hail to be investigated with optimization occuring in such areas as the
comnpression ratio andl the ''leaning angle"1 of the apex seals. Thelangnl,
theta (W), In that angle through which the :ex seal varies from the i jxndieular
with respect to the rotor housing or working surfacce (Figurpc 8-8). The apecx seal
continuously vaies within 30'~ of the normnal and] iv perpndiicular to the working

t ~ Surfae only when it crosges the rnajnr and miinor axes. 17

The maLxium "leaningnle'ocr at the point of greatust variation

fromn the Jierpendhcu~tr between thc rotoi ,,nrl It-" wor-king surface. Through extensive
investigation it was deterniine-d that acceptable- seal life could be obtained if the
irtiximuni allowable ''leaning ngl'" was :io0'. NBecautSe the' comipixssion ratio is~

determined by the geometry (if the combhustioni ehunllxr, ewtwnsivc retoarch was
re'jui red to design the chanbihe so that it wouild ho~ compatible with today's fuels.

_ It was decided that the thr-e lobed rotor, with a 30" "'leaning angle'' was the bett
I suitale choice.

8.3. 1. 3. 2 Suajiir. 'The nIos t ciii ci a] ol all the , robicis that pre vented ill(, ef-
fcicit ojl' iat ioi of tic- %ikel1 cnginc dtirring the ear ' v stages (it its 'JeveIopmnit con-

CEr ined Fseal irg the 'orking chanibe rs to prevenit gat; leakage between them. Th'e

I several paths that ni1u.s be blockeri exist acro.ss the apt coH between the rotor faces,
and around the Hidies of the r-oto- faces. 'Phesc cals, known as the apex seal a9nd
the- side se~al i esjxutivelv, a re shown in F~gure 8-9.
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MINOR AXIS
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Figure 8-8. Seal Le aiug Angles fn a Wankel Engine

apex seal

side seal

combustion
recess

i flank

side
side '--oil seal

Figure 8-9. Typical Wankel Engine Rotor Seals

The performance of the seals in the Wankel engine is determined by
the many variables in the design of the engine, such as the basic configuration, the
materials and dimensions of the sealing elements, the lubricating conditions, the
rotor and rotor housing cooling conditions, and the precision of the machining and
finishing of the surfaces facing the seals. Tie length of the gas leakage paths, the
size of the oil seal, the number of clearances, the configuration of the seals, and
'heir operating conditions constitute serious disadvantages to the proper design,

21
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manufacture, and operation of this engine. As a result, it is undeniable that the
gas sealing efficiency of the Wankel engine is unfavorable, especially at low
speeds. 17

Sealing consists of providing uninterrupted contact over the whole pri-
mary and secondary sealing areas. The primary areas are those belween a seal and
a stationary surface, the seal being carried in a moving component. The secondary
sealing areas exist between the seal and Its slot, groove, or bore. Sufficient force
must be applied to the sealing element at al! times tc, maintain contact. Keeping
this sealing force constant was a problem with the Wankel because of the high
leaning angles encountered. After much development and many modifications, this
problem is now considered to be solved. Three of the stages in the development
of the sealing system used in the Curtiss-Wright Wanke are shown in Figure 8-10.
The final configuration is depicted on the rig. 10

1156 1151 IlSI

Figure 8-10. Progressive Stages of Apex Seal Development

Apex seal -vear probably constituted the major Wankel engine seal
problem. The materials used to make the seal had such a high wear rate that the
Wankel engine was almost considered to be impractical. Only recently has advancing
technology produced a more suitable seal material which could decrease the rate of
wear to acceptable levels.

8. 3.1.3.3 Cooling. Like the reciprocating piston engine, the Wankel engine can
be adapted to either air or liquid cooling, but the ccoling problems axe strikingly
different. The basic duty ot the housing cooling system is to lower the temperature
of the areas exposed to the highest heat input and to minimize the temperabi.re
differences throughout the housing.

Certain stationarv areas on the working surface are always exposed to
the same phase of the operational cycle, therefore the beat distribution in the housing
is uneven. A cooling problem exists onlv in the area immediately surrounding
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the spark plugs where combustion and expansion takes place. The rest of the
working surface requires little cooling. This uneven heating causes distortion of
the housing which can prevent the gas and oil sealing elements from functioning
properly.

After much investigation, these cooling problems were solved by
using new, high-conductivity materials for the rotor housing, and by coolant cir-
culation methods that Ymatch the cooling capacity of each location with the distribu-
tion of heat throughout the housing. As a result, the coolant flow velocity is high
in the hot areas of the housing and lower in others. This system assures even heat
dissipation and permits balanced cooling with large, clog free, easily manufactured
passages. 17

The exhaust gas temperatures of the Wankel engine average about 250
Fahrenheit degrees hotter than conventional reciprocating engines. This important
consideration means that certain emission control devices would be more effective
In reducing carbon moxoxide (CO) and hydrocarbon (HC) emissions to acceptable
levels.

8. 3. 1. 4 Advantages and Disadvantages. The Wankel engine's strongest claim
is it large power output from a small, light package (Figure 8-11). Its size is
about half that of an equivalent reciprocating piston engine and its weight is less
than half. By avoiding the use of reciprocating members si ch as r istons and con-
necting rods, the Wankel engine operates with minimal vibration and is easily
balanced. The difference in the total number of parts in the two engines is signifi-
cant. A representative piston engine has 1029 parts while a Wankel of the same
power has 633. This fewer number of parts decreases both the costs and the corn-
plexity of the Wankel engine (Figure 8-12). 9
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Figure 8-12. Basic Components of the Wankel Engine

The Wankel engine is not without its disadvantages. Although the seals
have been developed to an acceptable level of performance, much work is still needed
to increase their level of reliability to that of a diesel engine. Emisvion standards
for CO and HC can be met by the Wankel, but nitrous oxides (NOX) are still higher
than acceptable. The major disadvantage is that the fuel economy of the Wankel
engine can be up to 40% worse thanthatof a convenfional reciprocating engine. Also,
in presently available engines, gasoline is the only fuel that can be used for operation.

8.3.2 Gas Turbine Engines.

8.10.2.1 Principles. Derived from aircraft turbo-jet powerplants, the gas
turbine is a continuous combustion, high speed heal engine. In elemental form, it
functions in the following manner (Figure 8-13). A compressor takes in ambient air
and feeds it to a combustor can where fuel is added. The ensuing combustion process
produces hot, high pressure gases, which expand through the compressor turbine.
A small amount of work is extracted by the turbire to power the previously mentioned
compressor section. The remaining work is removed as this hot gas expands to
atmospheric pressure in the power turbine. The shaft of this turbine is the power
output shaft for the engine. A common improvement to this basic cycle is made with
the addition of duel regenerators which recover waste heat from the exhaust and add
it to the combustor inlet air. 6

8. 3. 2. 2 Development. Gas turbines were developed towards the end of World
War 11 in response to a need for higher power aircraft engines. These engines
produced exhaust thrust as their only useful power. After the war, efforts were
put forth to redesign this device to yield rotary power via a shaft. By the 1950's,
small experimental turbines had been built and tested in vehicles but with disappoint-
ing results. Poor fuel economy, noise, and a lag between throttle actuation and
vehicle acceleration made them undesirable.
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The push for low-pollution power led to the rediscovery of turbines
in the late 1960's as possible replacements for conventional piston engines in autos
and trucks. The engine became even more attractive when acceleration lag was
reduced and more advanced construction materials lowered the costs.

At present, several manufacturers are developing their own versions
of the gas turbine. Many have characteristics of power, weight, volume, etc. that
make them entirely suitable for vehicle use. Chrysler Corporation has a fleet of
prototype automobiles which are being evaluated for performance. The EPA is
financing a portion of this project as well as different projects with other
manufacturers. However, ground vehicle turbine production is presently limited
to the 300-500 HP range.

8. 3.2.3 Problem Areas. While most of earlier troubles associated with air-
craft turbine engines have already been corrected, the development of a smaller
turbine for use in small or automobile type applications has created many new
problems.

8.3.2.3.1 Costs. The most persistent problem in any turt. t design has been
its high cost. The continuous high temperatures generated within these engines
require the use of exotic and expensive heat-resistant metallic alloys. The basic
engine design also necessitates costly precision machining of the complex turbine
blade and guide vane shapes. 2 Material researchers hope to solv these metallurgi-
cal problems by developing inexpensive ceramic comnosites which can be cast and
finished to final dimensions in a few simple operations. Current aircraft industry
estimates place the future cost of large production runs of automotive-sized turbines
at three times the present cost of conventional piston engines.

8.3.2.3.2 Fuel Economy. Gas turbine fuel economy7 has never been able to
match that of similar sized piston engines. 4 Developrent is continuing to improve
the performance of the compressor, turbine, and regenerator, which should
improve fuel economy. Other possible ways to imprvve fuel economy include:
increasing the turbine inlet temperature, using water injection, and optimizing
the transmission. 3

S. 3. 2. 3.3 Emissions. Low CO and HC emissions are the prime reason the auto-
motive industry is interested in the gas turbine. However, its oxides of nitrogen
output is not especially favorable. The high temperature combustion conditions allorv
the nitrogen to combine with the oxygen present in the atmospheric air to form these
oxides. Rlesearch has been initiated to develop new combustors which will lower tl
NOx emissions without affecting the already low HC and CO emnissions.4, 23

S . .4 Advantages and Disadvantags. The most outstanding advantage
of th, gas turbine engine ;s its incredible reliability. Many turbines are currently
ruan: in continuous, tmattended cperation, doing Such jobs as generating electricity

2,5
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and pumping fuels in isolated locations. Properly maintained, these units almost
never have unexpected failures. Lengthened maintenance intervals and increased

engine life expectancy may well outweigh the higher initial cost of these powerplants.

Engine simplicity is the key to reliability. Ful delivery is accom-
plished by a simple pump and spray nozzle arrangement. A rudimentary ignition
is used but only for start-up purposes. Almost ay lquid or gaseous =
fuel may be used, including jet fuel, gasoline, alcohol, and natural or LP gas.

The lack of reciprocating parts makes vibration almost non-existant. This in turn,
diminishes the need for strengthened frme members and engine mounts to absorb
the destructive harmonic vibrations normally associated with reciprocating engines.

Although the gas turbine itself is very simple, the control systems
needed to regulate It are very complex. Fuel must continuously be metered into
the combustor cans in correct amounts to obtain the desired speeds. Exhaust tem-
peratures must be monitored for indications of overstressing. interlocking fuel-
ignition-starter motor controls are required to prevent hazardous flaming "hot
starts" in the event of delayed ignition after prolonged cranking. These controls
are expensive and must be manufactured to very close tolerances.

The major disadvantage of the gas turbine is the high initial cost. For
a 120 HP system, the present cost would be between .,13, 000 and $20, 000. However,
with future refinements and new materials, the cost cou.2 be reduced considerably.

8.3.3 Rankine Cycle Systems.

8.3.3.1 Principles. The Rankine-cycle power system is an external combustion
engine in which high-pressure steam, or some alternate working fluid vapor, is
expanded in either a turbine or a positive displacement (piston-type) expander to
produce work. As shown in the schematic diagram (Figure 8-14), a high pressure
pump (A) draws liquid, initially at a low pressure, from the reservoir (E) and forces
it under high pressure through the vapor generator (B). It is converted to super-
heated vapor by heat transfer from the heat of combustion hi the burner. The hot,
high pressure vapor is then metered into an expander (C) th:ough a flow control valve.
The vapor then expands, lowering its pressure and temperature, and is converted
back to a liquid in a condenser (D), which is typically air cooled. The resulting low-
pressure liquid can then be returned to the vapor generator by the pump completing
the cycle. 2

All Rankine cycle engines use the same basic scheme with the major
design variations being the expander which can be either a turbine or piston type unit.

8. 3.3.2 Development. The use of Rankine cycle engines in vehicles dates back
to 1827 when primitive steal.. engines were used to power coaches. Most of the early
.team engines had a large water boiler and used a noncondensing, single-expansion
engine. Necessita-2d by the nature of the system, the large quantities of water
required as much as a half-hour of heating for the engine to become operable from a
colI start.

2,,
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Since that time, additional development has produced two different
approaches, a steam turbine and a steam reciprocator. Of these two, more
development has gone into the piston or reciprocating types. The Williams Engine
Company, Ambler, Pennsylvania, has worked on a reciprocating type since 1899.
Other companies, such as Thermo-Electron (7ECO) and Steam Engine Systems
(SES), both from Massachusettes, have recently developed their own versions of
a reciprocating steam engine.

Two other companies, Aerojet General Corporation, and Lear Motors
Corporation, have each developed a vapor turbine engine, using a turbine for the
expander. Two engines have been developed by Lear, a 120 and 240 horsepower sys-
tem. These power systems are basic and simple in design, using a vapor generator
(boiler), a steam expander (single stage turbine), a regenerator, and a condenser in
a closed-loop cycle (Figure 8-15). A high degree of flexibility is available in this
system, since the separate components can be installed independently of each other.
The uniqueness of the Lear system lies primarily in Its compact size, low emission
and diminished noise characteristics, and its adaptability to many applications.

The Lear vapor turbine system has been successfully tested In a bus for
the California Steam Bus Demonstration Project. The Lear engine is one of the four
Rankine cycle engines which will undergo a strict 200 hour test program in eax ly 1973
for the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to determine its emissions, per-
formance, and durability over Its entire operating range. A comparison between the
different systems is shown in Table 8-5.

8.3.3.3 Problem Areas. Throughout the development of the Rankine cycle
engine, many problems plagued its progress. Many of the problems which seemed
insurmountable have now been reduced to workable solutions. These problems are
defined and discussed in the following sections.

8.3.3.3.1 Condenser. Because of the limited heat transfer technology a:ailable
in the past, the relatively large size of the condenser presented a critical pro 1cm
in former Rankine cycle power system applications. As a result, the frontal area,
volume, and fan horsepower requirements for condensers have been excessively
large. These have been strong factors in limiting the application of the Rankine
cycle system. As a result, the AiResearch Manufacturing Company, California,
developed new heat transfer designs and techniques to permit the use of condensers
comparable in size to that of the present automobile radiator. The solution res,:!ted
in the use of perforated fins which reduced the condenser size by a factor of two
over previous designs. This reduction in condenser volume not only minimized
install:ition problems, but also yielded a comparable savings in material costs. 1

8. 3. 3..2 V por Generator Assemblh. The vapor generator consists of the
cor'I.:'ion blower, the combustor, and the boiler tube bundle. Although a number
of boilers have been designed and tested by different manufacturers, continued
&clo.pn;ipeut of a. compact ;aor generator, without compromising its low cmi.. orn

PC rforrn'ce, is still progressing.
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Typically, the Lear vapor turbine system is a compact unit with the

combustor being an integral part of the vapor turbine assembly. Combusticn occurs
under fuel rich conditions to retard the formation of oxides of nitrogen. The addition

of air completes the combustion of hydrocarbons. The tube bundle, or convecti:-n
bank, is a ccanterflow heat exchanger. This means that the feed water from th,

regenerators is injected at the outermost coil in the radial group and the superheated

stearn is extracted at the end of the innermost coil. Thus the hottest combustion
gases heat the hottest fluid. This vapor generator assembly is efficient and compact

enough for acceptable installation in existing vehicular engine compartments.

i
8.3.3.3.3 Working Fluid Fcudies. Many studies have been conducted by different
manufacturers into what working fluids should be used in their systems. The initial

efforts related to fluids were devoted to defining fluid selection criteria for both the

turbine and reciprocating expanders, and the development of non-ideal mixtu-e
analysis techniques for predicting the thermodynamic properties of these mixtures. 1

Several hundred single compounds and mixtures have been screened
for thermal stability in sealed capsules at the required operating temperatures. The

current result of these tests and the evaluations in terms of other desired crite'eia has

yielded two classes of fluids as candidates showing the best potential for the intended
application. They are the fluorinated aromatics and water solutions of pyridine.

Tie fluorinated aromatics are very expensive but are also stable at the

working temperatures and are considered non-flammable. Manufacturing costs
studies have been conducted for these fluids. Assuming a large production volume,

the results indicate that costs could be substantially reduced.

The water solutions of pyridine and methyl pyridine are inexpensive but

their acceptability in terms of flammability and toxicity have yet to be evaluated.
From a thermodynamic standpoint, these fluids may be suitable for both turbine and

reciprocating engines by varying the concentration of the amine.

8.3.3,.4 Advantages and Disadvantages. As with any, power unit, both advantages

and disadvantagcs uxist. One of the most interesting characteristics of the Hankine

, cycle systems is that their overall fuel economy improves under partial load condi-

tions, since the heat exchangers, such as the boiler, condenser, and other heat
recovery exchangers, improve in efficiency under partial loads. Due to this

improved efficiency, the emissions are also lower. Combining these facts with

other advantage,:, such as its multi-fuel c;tIpabilitie:,, low noise and vibration levels,

j and high reliability, it can be concluded that the Hankine-cycle engine is a feasible
GSE prime mover candidate.

The major disadvantage of the lankilie-cycle stern is its carly state

of development. Although much work has been done on each of the various components,

their collective design remains to be optimized. 'lhe physical size of the ronbustor

and tho condenser must be further reduced before general automiotive use of the

engine becomes practical.

31i
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8.3.4 Stirling Cycle Engines.

8.3.4.1 Principles. The Stirling engine is a hot gas, external combustion
engine, which compresses a quantity of gas at low temperature and expands it at a
high temperature. Theoretically, the Stirling engine has the same ideal efficiency
as the Carnot cycle, operating between the maximnu and minimum gas temperature.
The cycle consists of the following four processes (Figure 8- 16):

i3

(b) TH(C) T----__

PRESSURE 4 TEMPERATURE (d I
(P) (0) (d) (T) TL )2 lL 2 (a)

VOLUME (V) ENTROPY (S)

Figure 8-16. The Stirling Cycle

a) Constant temperature compression, in which heat is rejected.

f b) Constant volume addition of heat which was stored in the regenerator
from the preceding cycle.

c) Constant temperature addition of heat as the piscon moves from
minimum to mn-ximuni displacement.

(1) Constnt volume storage of heat, as the working fluid returns to
the initial low temperature condition.

I The gas temperahre is periodically changed by causing a displacer piston to transfer
the gas back and forth between two spaces, one at a fixed high temperature, and the
other at a lower fixed temIprature (Figure 8-17). When the displacer is raised, t

gas flows from the hot space via the heater and cooler ducts into the cold space.
When the displacer moves downwards, the gas retfrns to the hot space along the

same path. During the first tran.fer stroke, the gas has to yield a large quantity of
heat to the cooler while an equal quantity of heat has to be taken up during the second
stroke from the heater. A regenerator is i:serted in the duet between the hot and

cooler sectionDs to prevent the unnece.sary loss of this heat. This regenerator con-
s ists of a space filled with a compact, highi density, porous material to which the hot

gas yields heat before entering the cooler wnd absorbs this stored heat prior to its
entry into the hot section. 22a
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Figure 8-17. Stirling Engine Schematic

The displacer system, which serves to move the gas through the heat-
ing and cooling elements, is combined with a power piston, which compresses the gas
while in the cold space and allows it to expand while in the hot space. Be~cause of the
temperature differences, less energy is consumed in compression than during, expan-
s~ion and a su-plus of energy results. This excess energy is Converted to useful work
through a drive mechanism.

8. 3.4. 2 Development. In 1816, Reverend Robert Slirling invented what is now
called the Stirling engine and in 1827, built the first successful version. Thec engine
showed little future until Philips Research Laboratories of Ncthurlansstreda

intensive development program in 1938. In the 1950's, General Motors (GM) entered
into an agreement with T-nilips to further develop the engine. The many improvements
that resulted made the use of the engine much more feasible for a wide range of
applications. In 1957, an engine was developed b.- GM for NAF.A to be used on a spacc
satellite. Work continued at GM on variations of the Stirling enlgine until 1970, when
their agrecincitt with Philips wa term1i1ated. At this poin, 9-w For IMlotor Company
obtained a liceiise to work, with P hilip', to (-titinuic the IC V&1OIflflLjL ul the engine.

8.3:. 4.3: Problem Areas. Until recently, the Stirling engine did not appear to
be zi practical powe rpl ant. Many problemrs were overcome but a few still exist.

MEO
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8.3.4.3.1 Drive Mechanism. There are various ways to make the displacer and
piston perform the desired movements. Most are complicated and their reliability is
lowered considerably. Two different approaches have shown acceptable results. In
the first system, know as a "Rhombic Drive" (Figure 8-18), 18 each cylinder must
have its own drive unit and its own combustor. The rhombic drive unit consists of
twin cranks and connecting rod mechanisms offset from the central axis of the engine.
The cranks rotate in opposite directions and are coupled by two gears. During its
operation, the displacer shaft moves through the hollow piston shaft in a sequence
which is determined by the timing gears.

OWUMW

-Pa-
I,,

Figure 8-18. Rhombic Drive System

The rhombic drive version of the engine is extremely impractical for
vehicular use due to the necessity of individual combustors. However, the swash-
plate drive system made vehicular use of the Stirling engine practical because of
its decreased weight and complexity. In the swashplate system, which does not use
a displacer piston nor a separate combustor for each cylinder (Figure 8-19)18

the piston rods exert pressure against an angled plate, transmitting a wedging action
and causing the swashplate to revolve, thereby rotating the output shaft. Four pistons,
phased 900 apart, deliver one power impulse for ever; quarter turn of the output
shaft. The swashplate system is now the accepted drive mechanism because of its
smaller size, lower weight, and decreased complexity. 22

8. 3. 4. 3. 2 Working Fluid. The working fluid used in the Stirling engine has a
significant effect on its power output and the eficiency. While any gas can be used,
low fluid friction :nd high he.: transr proerties are so critical that most common
workimn fluids are eliminated. The original StIrling enginc ran ocorir cince airwas
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used as the working fluid. After a thorough fluid analysis, It was determined that
hydrogen had the beat combination of properties. However, hydrogen is a highly
flammable gas which requires many precautioniary measures. The flame speed in
hydrogen-air mixtures is far greater than In gasoline-air mixtures. Much greater
explosive forces would result if the hydrogen were to be ignited. 22

Figure 8-19. Swashplate Drive System

The search for methods that would reduce the hazards of using hydro-
gen is continuing. One method is to decrease the quantity of hydrogen needed by
reducing the size of the manifolds, pumps, plumbing, and reserve bottles. It is ex-
pected that these efforts will ultimately nake hydrogen acceptable for use in Ithc
Stirling engine.

8. 3. 4.4 Advantages and Disadvantages. The most significant advantages
in the Stirling engine include both a multi-fuel capability and an improved fuel
economv. Other advantages include a noise level abouit 20-40 dBA below diesel
erngines, an almost total lack of vibration, and a similar lark of pollution. Its
reliability is extremely high and because oil changes are not necessary, maintenance
is also reduced. TLie major disadvantage to using the Stirling engine is the hazard
created by the use of hydrogen as the working fluid.

0-. 3. 5 Stratified Charge Engines.

S. '2. 5. 1 Priile. The stratified charge engin (Fiure 3-20) is an tin-
throttled, s;Parl iguition exuij-e, which tvzes fuel' injection to achieve cselective
4--,~tilieation of the air-fuc.l ratio in the ~on-bu-,stion crambc-r. I~ rnh eng-.ine Jv
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a rich fuel mixture In the zone of the spark plug and a lean fuel mixture throughout
the rest of the cylinder. Because a full charge of air Is taken into the cylinder on
each stroke, the need for inlet air throttling is eliminated. Under partial load condi-
tions, all levels of stratification combined use an overall lean air-fuel mixture,
resulting in increased fuel economy and reduced emissions.

MI.
COAMWIR

CAWM

Figure 8-20. Prechamber Stratified-Charge Engine

The power output of the stratified charge engine is controlled by increa-
sing or decreasing the amount of fuel injected into the combustion chamber. As the
power demand increases, the fuel introduced into the cvlinder also increases.

8.3.5. 2 Development. Experiments have been conducted with stratified
charge concepts since their inception in 1915 when they were used on diesel engines.
Presentlv, these concepts are being used almost entirely to develop engines that will
comply with the future emission standards set forth by the EPA.

Three different pollutants are regulated by the EPA: hydrocarbons
(TIC), carbon monoxide (CO) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx). HC emissions are formed

in an ensine because the air-fuel mixture near the cylinder walls is too cool to burn.

Th unhurned (asoline vaoor that remains forms layers of hydrocarbons on the walls
, blonm o: during the e -xaust troke. CO ern;ssii,,ns result when the fuel is not
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burned completely. This usually occurs when the mixture in the cylinder is fuel-
rich during both the expansion and exhaust strokes. The NOx are formed when
nitrogen and oxygen combine at high temperatures early in the expansion stroke. With
higher temperatures or more oxygen available in the cylinder, more NOx emissions
are formed. 1 9

The purpose of the stratified charge concepts is to control the air/fuel
mixture so as to control the emissions and increase fuel economy. A short discussion
of the several different versions that have been developed follows.

8.3.5.2.1 Compound Vortex Controlled Combustion (CVCC). The CVCC engine
was first developed by the Honda Motor Company in 1967. This system uses two
carburetors, one of which is set to produce a rich mixture while the other gives a
lean mixture. These carburetors provide for three layers of mixture, rich in the
precombustion chamber, lean in the cylinder, and hall-and-half in the connecting
passage (Figure 8-21).

I. INTAKE 2 COMMM 3 IGNITION

A

0
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co00 0

4. POWER S. BOTTOM DEAD 6. EXAUST
CENTER

-'igure 8-21. CVCC Engine Cycle

The fuel rich mixture is ignitc-d and buris quickly and completely to
keep CO ermissions low while the flame front travels to the cylinder through tLXe
medium-rich mixture. The lean nixture in the cv0inder burns more siowlv and at a
high -':ough tempte-atuv, to assure complete, -ombustion and low HC eml simus but at
a !I"vcr" ".cnyr:aturc th:an is raeedcdc! for NO.
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Honda Is continuing to develop the engine to further improve fuel
economy and performance. Presently, this CVCC engine is one of the three engines
certified as meeting the emission standards for 1975 set by the E~PA.

8.3.5.2.2 Texaco Controlled-Combustion Siistem -(TCCS). The TCCS engine has
been under development at Texaco since 1956. This system uses a combination of an
air swirl, fuel injection, and positive Ignition to reduce pollutant emissions. The
creation of an air swirl In the combustion chamber Is the basic principal for the
operation of the system, with the rate of swirl directly influencing the combustion
duration and the effciency of the engine. Initial engine designs did not create an
efficient air swirl, but with the xse of a "cup-in-pistont ' combustion chamber con-
figuration (Figure 8-22), an adequfte swirl rate during combustion can be achieved. 1 5

'cup-

PISTON

Figure 8-22. Cup-in-Piston Design

In 196.3, the United States Arnv Tank- Automnotive Cormmand
(USATrACOM) signed a contract with Texaco to apply the TCCS concept to a military
enginc. As a result, fuel consumption was reduced by 107 over the standard military
gasoline eng-ine. The new engine also has a multi-fuel capability which allows it to
use gasoline, 4Th or diesel fuel. WVork is continuingr to make additional
imp rove ments.

,. :. 5. 2.3 Stratified Charge Rotating ComnbustionE enine. In 1962, various tvpexs
of stratified charge configurations were evaluated by Curtiss-Wright on a rotating
combnustion engire (sec- section S. 3. 11. The sy-zstem, develoned by Curtiss-Wright,
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uses JP-4 or 5 fuel which is directly injected into the combustion chamber by high-
pressure diesel-type nozzlevl (Figure 8-23) located adjacent to the spark plug and
operated in synchronization with the ignition timing. The. burning takes place as the
fuel is injected and has an almost stationary flame front. Using this system a low
octane fuel would produce acceptable performance with low emission levels. 11

FUEL ,PLUG

Figure 8-23. Fuel Injection in a Stratified Charge RC Engine

Development is continuing on this Curtiss-Wright version to improve
the fuel economy which is still below expectations. Most of the development involving
this type of stratified charge eiine was accomplished under contracts let by the Navy.

8.3.5.3 Problem Areas. Since most of the stratified charge engines were
developed primarily to meet emission standards set by the EPA, other inherent
problems with the engire were neglected. Basicaly, a stratified charge engine is just
a modified, automotive type, conventional piston engine with the same problems.

8.3. 5. 3. 1 Performwace. Because of the overall lean air fuel mixture used in
the combustion process. a 20i loss in -,cwe r can, be expected when compared to a
normally carbureted engine. This loss of power severely affects the performance of
the engine, especiallv during high nower demand periods. Work to correct this
problem is continuing by changing the fuel inijector location and the injection duration.
Significant imprvements ir, Tperformrance were obser.-edi with these changes, but the
emission levelsz alzo increa:-ed.
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8.3.5.3.2 Complexity. A significant problem with conventional piston engines has
been their complex mechanical systems (such as the valve train, ignition system, etc.).
Since the stratified charge engine is just a modification of this engine, the same com-
plexity still exists but with the additional, complex, stratification mechanism. This
mechanism consists of a fuel injection nozzle and a fuel metering device which needs
constant servicing to keep it operating correctly. These fuel injection systems must
be very precise and require very carefully tuned fuel metering and control elements.

8.3.5.3.3 Advantages and Disadvantages. Improved fuel economy and low
emissions are the most often mentioned advantages of the stratified charge engines.
Its ability to use either low octane or JP fuels is also a favorable feature. However,
many disadvantages exist. Being a modification of the conventional piston engine, the
engine is significantly increased in size, weight, and cost. Also, with the increased
complexity of the fuel system, reliability is decreased. As a result of the precise
fuel injection requirement, there exists a need for additional and more frequent
maintenance.

8.3.6 Electric Drive Systems.

8.3.6.1 Principles. An electric drive system usually includes a power source
(such as batteries or fuel cells) which feeds electrical energy to a conversion device
(such as an electric motor). Electric motors usually convert electrical power from
the source to useful mechanical torque at high conversion efficiencies. They usually
produce maximum torque at stall, and can be electrically reversed to change the
direction of travel.

8.3.6.2 Development. As the result of many years of research, electric motors
have become some of the most highly developed energy conversion devices in existence.
However, research is still continuing to improve the power source characteristics.
Batteries need redesigning to give quicker recharging times, reduced weight and vol-
ume, and increased life span. Fuel cells need more development to improve their
effectiveness and reduce their high procurement and operation costs.

8.3.6.3 Problem Areas. The problems associated with mobile electric drive
systems are basically those associated with the power source. Batteries and fuel
cells are the only currently feasible power sources and each has ns own peculiar
problems.

8.3.6.3.1 Batteries. The major problem with battery systems involves having
sufficient power available when it is needed. Batteries are not always immediately
rt;-dy for service because tGey must be recharged frequently. The currently, high
amperage mobile power applications can only be filled by chemical storage batteries.
These have long recharging periods, are expensive, and have limitxd duty cycle life
spans. To produce the amount of power really required for vehicular applications,
present batteries are too heavy, too costly, and take up too much sp ce. Research is

.Ifl!r conuctedi to develop new types of batteries with both reduced v.right and volume.
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8.3.6.3.2 Fuel Cells. Fuel cells are reaction cells which electrochemically com-
bine oxygen and hydrogen to produce electricity and water. These systems are very
reliable but extremely costly. One problem associated with fuel cells involves the
hazards of using hydrogen as a fuel because of its high volatility. Reformers can be
used to convert some present fuels into usable hydrogen, but these add weight, bulk,
and complexity to an already complex system. They also reduce the total efficiency
of the system since the conversion proceas itself consumes some electrical energy.

8.3.6.4 Advantages and DisadvMtages. Electric drive systems are quiet,
dependable, and non-polluting. They have very few components which require main-
tenance and most of the wearing parts, such as contacts and bearings, are easily
replaceable. Complex transmissions are not required since the motors are electri-
cally reversible and variable in speed.

The disadvantages of the electric drive systems, as previously indicated,
mainly involve the power source limitations. Other disadvantages Include the
generally high cost of the entire system and the poor reliability and complexity of the
system voltage controllers.

8.3.7 Flywheels.

8.3. 7.1 Principles. The flywheel Is a device which can store kinetic energy for
later use in propelling a vehicle. The flywheel is a disk, usually made from steel,
which is rotated to a high speed by some device, and then left to rotate freely. The
high speed spinning disk is then permitted to dissipate energyto a drive system. This
propulsion system is usually a hydrostatic or electric drive. 1

8. 3.7.2 Development. During the past few years, there has been a renewal of
interest in flywheel concepts. Both General Dynamics and North American Aviation
have explored the possibility of using flywheel-powered devices. General Dynamics
is currently investigating a system using a glass-fiber wheel with an electric drive
system. The results have been favorable and additional development is continuing.

8.3.7.3 Problem Areas. The major problem in the flywheel system involves
the transference of the stored energy in the flywheel to the wheels of the vehicle. A
continuously variable drive is required because the flywheel must decelerate smoothly.
These systems are very complex and extivrnely expensive. Much more research
is needed before flywheel systems become feasible.

S. 3. 7. 4 Advantages and Disadvantages. The advantages of the flywheel system
a'e that it is pollution-free and that all the stored energy can be removed rapidly.

The disadvantages of these systems are numerous. They are quite
bulky and very expensive. Drive systems are complex and a systera is needed to
"wind-up" the flywheel. Safety is a critical problem, for with the massive di.k
r,,ting at a ver v high speed, u,,y failure of the disk or its supporting structires
would be cata, trophie.
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8.4 Data Comparisons. Comparisons between these prime mover candidates
are difficult because of each one's varying stage of development, especially with im-
provements being made constantly. Most of these prime movers have qualities which
would immediately be more advantageous in GSE than the present prime movers.
(Table 8-6).

8.4.1 Noise. Generally, the noise levels generated by all of the candidates,
except the stratified charge engines, are lower than the engines currently used in
GSE.

I 8.4.2 Fuel Requirements. At the present time, most of the new candidates
have a multi-fiuel capability while the Wankel engine can only burn gasoline. The

i electric drive and flywheel systems are not fuel powered at this time.

8.4.3 Fuel Economy. The Stirling engine is the only prime mover candidate
expected to produce a significant improvemenit in fuel economy. Researchers work-

ing on the other candidates predict that with additional development, their fuel
economy car. be improved as well.

8.4.4 Eraissioos. The low emission levels generated by these candidates is

one of the prime reasons why engine manufacturers are continuing developmental
work on new engines. The einissions are lower than those generated by the existing
prime mrovers.

4 8.4.5 Reliability. Reliability is again difficult to compare because of the
various stages of development. The Wankel engine, the only one in mass production,
has demonstrated an acceptable level of reliability. It is expected that all of the new
prime movers will be more reliable than the engines currently in use.

8.4.6 Dimensions. These new prime movers are about the same size or
smaller than the presently used engines. The stratified charge engine may be larger,
but further development should reduce this size. The Wankel engine is the smallest,
being abou" half the size of a conventional gasoline engine.

8. 4. ? Vibration. All the new prime movers, except for most of the .trattfied
charge engines, are almost vibration free. The stratified charge rotary engine is

I almost vibration free because of its lack of reciprocating motion.

8.4, s Safety. Safety problems could possibly create drawbacks for several
of the candimatus. The Stirling engine using hydrogen as a working fluid creates fire
and oxploswi hazards. Sudden rect,( of the high pressures u.sed in the Iankine i
cycle engines could be4 catastrophic. The fuel cells and battery systems give off
explosive hydrogen gms through cheiiicial rections. tlowever, all of thesc safety

problems could be solved with further development.
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8.4.9 Maintainability. The need for scheduled maintenance is decreased with

"- closed cycle systems such as the Stirling, Rankine cycle, and gas turbine engines,
Also, oil changes and tune-ups are not required with these systems. The stratified

charge and Wankel engines still required periodic servicing since they still use spark

plug ignition systems.

8.4.10 Complexity. The number of parts used in rnost of the candidate prime
movers is decreased. The Wankel incorporates both reduced complexity and about
half as many parts as currently used gasoline engines, but the stratified charge ermin.
has the added complexity of its fuel metering system. The Rankine cycle, Stirling,
and gas turbine engines are basically simple, but all require very complex control
systems.
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9. FUTURE EFFOR{TS

The investigation into the development of the Wankel, Stirling, and gas

turbine engines, and the Rankine cycle systems will contiue. The installation and

testing of a Wankel engine in a weapons loader will commence in the near future.

Prototype Ranidne cycle engines will be obtained to determine the feasibility of their

use in GSE. The gas turbine and Stirling engines will also be evaluated in the GSE

environment. At the conclusion of the evaluation of these candidates, on optimal

replacement prime mover will be recommended.
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APPENDIX A

I Ac'riVITIES AND PEflSONNEL VISITED

NAS NORlFOL1% W.ivi' PEUSndbri L

NASOCE-ANA J. . arrcre
]3. J. En ton
CWO Amos

LF'A I MOTORS CORl POIATION),\ Peter Lewis
lenor, Ncvada Joseph Waltih

WILLIAMS ENGIrNE- COMPANY Thomas V. Williams
Ambler, Pennsylvainia G. Lupton Droornell

CItilIISS WI(;ll ol POJIIRATION Vincent. 1). Pohlmeyer
Woodridge, Ntew Jer~ey

THIERlMO ELI ;CTRON CORPORATION Jerry Davis
-Waltham, Mwisachusettes Dr. Peter Tcagun

CHRIIYSLERI CUE PORATION James P'. Frtiiceiichliha
Detroit, Michigan

FORDU MOTORI COMPANY Jlcnjamrin 'I. Hiowes

I Dtali-born, INichiigaii Nornaf Postnma

G;INEIIAL AnmsT( S ORPO(jrAToN Worth Percival
w arrcnl, 'M ~ichgall F, Earl FI''fffner

JL.NVIBlUNMIE:NTAL PROTECTION AGENCY S. Kramier
Aiai Arbor, Mic'higanl
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